Humans have always been the vital components of complex operations, notably including aviation. They remain so even as sophisticated automation systems are introduced, changing -but not eliminating -the role of the human relative to the collective work required to achieve mission performance. Automation designers and certification agencies are interested in methods to predict and model how complex operations can be performed by teams of humans and automated agents. This paper proposes that the combined activities of both human and automation required by a proposed design can best be captured by focusing on modeling the work inherent to a complex operation. As a fundamental first step, the overall concept of operations spanning all the work activities can be examined for its feasibility in nominal and off-nominal conditions. These activities can then also be examined to see whether the demands they place upon the human agents in the system are feasible and facilitate the human's ability to contribute, rather than assuming unreasonable situations such as excessive workload, boredom, incoherent task descriptions, excessive monitoring requirements, etc. Further, trade-offs in distributing these activities across agents (both human and automated) can be evaluated in terms of task-interleaving created by the distribution of activity and in terms of the 'interaction overhead' associated with communication and coordination between agents required for a given distribution. A description of a modeling and simulation framework capable of modeling work is provided along with an analysis framework to evaluate proposed complex operations.
I. Introduction
Humans have always been the vital contributors to the work inherent complex operations, notably including aviation. They remain so even as sophisticated automation systems are introduced, changing -but not eliminatingthe role of the human relative to the collective work required to achieve mission performance. In civil aviation, flight crew fill a dichotomous role where on one hand they are considered the primary source of variability that should be removed or constrained under all possible nominal conditions so as to improve safety, while simultaneously flight crew are considered the ultimate source of safety that must be preserved for use in worst-case off-nominal conditions as to "save the day". This approach to automation design has led to the development of numerous "safety features" in autoflight systems. For example in the early 1990s, Airbus included in its flight mode logic an automatic speed protection mode which was designed to protect the airframe from structural damage caused by the pilot exceeding the nominal flight envelope bounds. The logic had some unfortunate side effects, however, as it would automatically change the climb or descent modes to reduce speed without informing the flight crew. In at least one incident (Tarom flight 381, en route to Paris in September, 1994) , the trigger of the automatic speed protection resulted in an aircraft switching from descent to climb [1] . The flight crew were caught unaware and subsequently fought the autoflight system for several minutes before regaining control. Conversely, the autoflight system on AirFrance Flight 447 (2009) [2] , upon loss of its primary airspeed sensor, reverted to a "fail safe" operational mode that relied totally on the skills of the pilot to recover and stabilize the aircraft until the airspeed sensor could be restored.
Clearly neither of these incidents was predicted by either the automation designers or the certification agencies who vetted the aircraft. Automation designers and certification agencies are, therefore, understandably interested in methods to how to predict and model complex operations can be performed by teams of humans and automated agents. In particular, modeling the human component is particularly challenging. One approach focuses on modeling human cognition directly, as documented in Foyle and Hooey (2008) . These efforts include the cognitive modeling architectures of SOAR and ACT-R, the task network simulation tool IMPRINT, the architecture for 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics modeling multitask behaviors, D-OMAR, and AirMIDAS which combines perceptual, decision-making, scheduling and queue mechanisms to model human performance [3] .
The major drawback to most of these efforts has been their reliance on modeling human cognition in isolation from much of the other aspects of the concept of operations (see the Brahms model for an exception [4] ). Previous work by Shah et al. [5] revealed deep differences not just in the concepts used to model the human and automation, but that these differences manifested in incompatible modeling software structures that hindered simulation and assessment of their joint contributions to concepts of operation, and prevented easy analysis of different potential distributions of activities between humans and automated systems.
In this paper, we advocate a different approach. We propose that by focusing on modeling the work inherent to a complex operation, such that we can better capture the combined activities of both human and automation required by a proposed design. This methodology focuses on first modeling concepts of operation in perfect conditions to see if the underlying construct of work is sufficient for the desired goals for system-wide performance. The concept of operation can also be assessed for their inherent robustness to foreseeable perturbations and disturbances in the operating environment. Further, once a concept of operations is demonstrated to be feasible and robust, the distribution of activities (function allocation) represents a key early design decision that this method can rigorously assess. Such distribution of activity includes questions of allocation functions between agents on the ground (air traffic controllers, air traffic control automation, airline operations control) and in the air (pilots, airborne automation). Further, it can include questions of allocation functions between human and automated agents; in this case, predictable aspects of the agents, such as automation's brittle response to off-nominal conditions and the delay and variability inherent to human performance can be incorporated in the agents to see if the concept of operations is sensitive to them. Further, the concept of operations can be evaluated early in design to see whether they create a reasonable working environment for the human, in which human agents can be predicted to perform well, or whether the concept of operations inherently creates unreasonable situations such as excessive workload, boredom, incoherent task descriptions, excessive monitoring requirements, etc. This paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, we describe our approach to modeling and simulation of complex operations performed by teams of humans and automated agents. In the second part, we discuss the open research questions that we believe this approach can begin to answer. We will conclude with a brief discussion of how this work can be combined with other approaches to extend its capabilities.
II. Focusing on Work to Model Complex Operations
Our modeling approach begins with the creation of a computational model of a work domain. The concept of work domains were introduced by Rasmussen [6] & Vicente [7] to describe the work to be done, independent of how agents are assigned to the work. Rasmussen & Vicente suggest capturing the work domain using an abstraction hierarchy where the goal(s) of the work domain are decomposed into more concrete descriptions by asking how the goal might be accomplished. A basic model of a civil aviation work domain, i.e. a work model, can be seen in Figure 1 . One useful property of an abstraction hierarchy is that it describes a work domain at multiple levels of abstraction, each of which is self-contained. That is, the work of a domain can be described completely at each level of abstraction. So in the example given here, the highest goal is to "fly and land safely". We can decompose this description of the work domain by asking the question "how." In our simple example work model, we can fly and land safely by "maintaining aircraft maneuvering" and "maintaining interaction with the air traffic system". We can continue this decomposition until we reach the level of abstraction describing specific activities executed at identifiable intervals or points in time, and quantifiable aspects of the work domain that these activities operate upon. By convention, these work domain decompositions consist of 4-5 levels the lowest one containing physical functions and the highest containing goals [8, 9] . In our approach, the model of a work domain, i.e. work model, is a hierarchical tree structure where the lowest level includes actions which are connected to the more abstract functions above it in such a way that we can trace each action back to the main goal that it fulfills.
The modeling and simulation framework described here, work models that compute (WMC), consists of three constructs: resources, actions, and agents [10, 11, 12] . The environment is modeled as a collection of resources required to describe the dynamics of the work and includes physical, regulatory, and cultural constructs. Resources represent a perceptible state of the environment such as the aircraft heading or pitch. Actions represent work performed by one agent at one time and are thus temporally and organizationally atomic. Actions must be executed by an agent, and are passed to agent models during run time when they ought to be performed according to the dynamics of the work domain. We include three types of actions: those that represent the taskwork, i.e. all the work the team of agents need to perform on the environment to achieve the goal; teamwork, i.e. the additional actions needed for communication and coordination among team members; and decision actions, i.e. the collection of American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics actions that describe the process of selecting courses of action based on the current context. Thus at the lowest level of abstraction, our approach models work as a set of actions that evaluate the current situation and change environmental variables as appropriate. For example, a pilot might scan his instruments (i.e. gets values from the environment) and then makes corrective action (i.e. sets values in the environment like heading or bank). The full set of these actions can span a concept of operations involving an elaborate environment model (e.g. an atmospheric model accounting for winds and turbulence), activities in physical components of the system (e.g. actions updating aircraft flight dynamics), and activities performed by human and automated agents at any frequency or in response to events.
Figure 1 Example of a multi-level work model represented as an abstraction hierarchy

A. Modeling Work Using Actions
At its heart WMC is a collection of actions which are organized as a series of progressively more abstract functions into a work model describing a work domain. In many modern simulation frameworks that seek to understand human automation interaction, the actions that the agents perform are actually embedded in the agents themselves. In contrast, in WMC the actions are instead described in the work model itself and thus can be allocated to any agent as stipulated by any proposed variant of concept of operation which varies the distribution of activity between agents. Actions are atomic in that they contain all of the information necessary to execute themselves, including: the time at which they next need to be executed, which agent should execute them, their duration, what resources they rely upon and what resources they can manipulate, and their relative priority.
At the beginning of the simulation the specified work model is parsed and all of its actions are assembled into a main action list, see Figure 2 . Not all actions included will be "active" at any point in simulation time as many actions may not be needed by the current situation or phase of flight. For example, a work model may contain the actions "lower flaps" and "raise flaps." For a scenario which just simulates landing, the action "raise flaps" is unnecessary. Here, the "lower flaps" action may have an update time of 560s and the "raise flaps" action may have an update time which set to a faraway time until some other take-off or go-around process instigates it.
At each time step the main action list is sorted by the next execution time. The simulation clock is updated to the execution time listed by next action which is passed to the designated agent. During execution three things happen: the action retrieves ("gets") values from resources needed to inform its activity, the action "sets" resource values as the result of its activity, and the action's next execution time is reset. The simulation knows what action to execute next by simply moving through the main action list in order of next execution time. Actions specify their own next execution time, which is a function of the internal dynamics of the action itself and the state of resources in the environment that it is responding to and acting upon. In this way, the main action list contains one copy of each action needed to fully specify the work, but the timing and ordering of the actions emerges as the actions create dynamics in the environment and predict when they next need to execute to respond to these dynamics. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
B. Modeling the Environment
WMC fundamentally seeks to model human behavior in response to the environment, i.e. situated behavior. The environment is modeled as a collection of resources. Resources are modeled at a level of abstraction which is appropriate and helpful to the scenario of interest. For example, a basic simulation of a single aircraft descending, may have a resource for "flaps extended" which holds a binary value to determine if the flaps have been deployed or not. A more detailed simulation of the same scenario might instead use a resource for "flap setting" which holds an integer value representing the amount of flap deployment, e.g. 15 o . Resources are registered with those actions which can update (set) them and utilize (get) them. Resources maintain a record of when they were last updated, and actions can specify how much earlier a resource value may have been set and still be valid for use, similar to the construct "Quality of Service" in networking models. If the resource last update time is found to have been earlier than required, the simulation engine will automatically call the action that updates that resource and execute that action first before returning its value to the action that initially called for it. For example, if the action "Manage Flaps" requires the resource "flap setting" and specifies that the resource must be less than 30s old, and if the "flap setting" resource is 35s old, then before its value is returned to the "Manage Flaps" action, the sim engine will first request that it be updated by calling the "Sense Flap Extension" action which can set it Where two or more action-resource sets may be inter-dependent and reference each other, the sim engine will recognize and break a cyclic loop after each action has acted upon resources updated at the current sim clock time
C. The Role of Agents
In the WMC simulation framework, agents organize and regulate the execution of actions. Multiple types of agents are currently in use. The simplest, default "perfect" agent perfectly executes actions without contributing any interior dynamics or maintaining any internal representation of context or task. This perfect agent is used to examine the activities of the work domain as envisioned in the concept of operations without confounds due to agent behaviors.
When desired, more detailed agent models can be used to examine key aspects of human performance in complex operations involving multiple activities. Task management behaviors can be captured by examining the actions that an agent with limited capacity for simultaneous taskload will choose to view as "active," "delayed," and "interrupted," as shown in Figure 3 . Including this aspect of agent behavior enables monitoring the taskload of the agent as may emerge within the operation in response to all the events in the work domain, and analyze the potential impact of excessive taskload in terms of delayed and interrupted actions. Further extensions to this aspect of agent behavior also allows delayed and interrupted actions to be forgotten according to a probability function that grows in magnitude the longer that they have not been active and the number of delayed and forgotten actions. Additionally, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics agent models are currently being extended to also maintain an internal representation of the environment to simulate situation awareness, and to account for the creation and maintenance of mental models, particularly where rare or unusual aspects of the work may not be properly learned and reinforced in the human's knowledge base, such as rare or unusual autoflight behaviors that may surprise the pilot.
Consequently, while WMC includes the concepts of agents, and indeed requires that all actions be executed by an agent, agents themselves are not the central organizing mechanism. Instead agents serve to add additional dynamics above and beyond what is described in the work domain. In this way, WMC simulates emergent phenomenon. While at the beginning of the simulation, all of the actions are assembled in the main action list in the order in which they would nominally be executed, the assignment of actions to agents may alter this order because of inherent limitations and priorities that the agents bring to the work, as is illustrated in Figure 3 . Figure 3 : Illustration of the basic human agent model's task management when there is a limit on the number of simultaneous actions which can be executed (In this case, the limit is '3'). Based on when the agent starts executing an action and its direction, it's time to finish, t fin , can be calculated. If a new action is passed to the agent by the simulation engine and the agent's capacity for simultaneous actions is reach, the incoming action must be delayed if its priority is less than that of the current active actions, or if the new action is of higher priority than the active action with the lowest priority (and furthest finish time) will be interrupted.
III. Analysis Framework to Analyze Complex Operations
This simulation framework which focuses on the collective work of human and automated agents allows us to address a number of questions which are important to improve the design of complex socio-technical systems. Approaching the task systematically, we can imagine a multi-phase methodology that investigates the system American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics performance along three primary dimensions: the influence of the external world, i.e. those things which are known to occur but uncontrollable; the influence of individual agents' imperfections and limitations; and the influence of distributing the work among multiple agents, including humans and automated systems. Figure 4 portrays the multiple permutations that this framework enables.
Figure 4: Analysis Framework
We can begin by building a simulation to investigate the concept of operations itself. WMC allows us to build one or a group of work models that captures all of the work necessary to accomplish the goal of the work domain. In Phase 1 analysis we can assign all of the work to a single perfect agent with unlimited capabilities to simultaneously execute all of the actions assigned to it. At this initial phase, we are interested in understanding if the concept of operations itself is valid. This analysis thus addressed fundamental questions such as: can all of the work be accomplished in the given time constraints? Do all of the actions specified produce the desired result, i.e. is desired system performance achieved? For example, in the civil aviation domain we can simulate an aircraft executing a descent using an advanced communication system that allows ATC to uplink air traffic clearances directly to the flight deck's autoflight system. We could allocate all of the actions normally split between the flight deck automation, the pilots, and the air traffic controller to a single perfect agent that is capable of performing all tasks perfectly and as quickly as the laws of physics will allow. Simulations of the work model in this phase can thus examine the range of variables that may exist in nominal operations, such as, in the descent example, the traffic flow rate and mix of aircraft types, descent routes, runway configurations, technology capabilities, and standard procedures.
Once the concept of operations has proven valid under perfectly nominal conditions, Phase 2 analysis can consider the independent impact of off-nominal conditions in the environment or of agents that add their own 'imperfect' dynamics or of multi-agent interactions, as shown in Figure 4 . Continuing our descent example, the robustness of a concept of operations to predictable exogenous disturbances might include a wide range of meteorological conditions, failures or excessive delay in communication, and common types of equipment degradation or unavailability due to maintenance or mechanical failure.
Likewise, other Phase 2 simulations can isolate the sensitivity of a concept of operations to predictable dynamics within the agent. In the descent example, a pilot could be described with a more advanced agent model that identifies when a concept of operation may demand more actions of a pilot than a pilot may reliably execute, and the potential impact of likely task management strategies executed by the pilot in response in terms of delaying and interrupting lower priority actions. Further, agent models can also include any other significant dynamics, such as reaction times or variability in task performance. Concepts of operation which are found to be more sensitive to variations in the agent's internal dynamics may require highly trained operators, or may need to be re-designed to account for foreseeable aspects of human performance.
In the final aspect of Phase 2 analyses, the concept of operations can also be refined to try out a range of distribution of actions between agents. In the descent example, the agents of interest might include one or two 7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics pilots, the autoflight system, around four air traffic controllers (as the plane will be traversing multiple airspace sectors, each controlled by a different controller) and four (or more) agents that represent the air traffic control computer/radar/communication systems. Splitting the work among multiple agents has two impacts which are important to model correctly and are likely to have a significant impact on system performance: task interleaving and interaction overhead. Task interleaving results from splitting the work between multiple agents, and can require agents to monitor and wait on other agents to finish their actions before their own may commence. For example, the work of air traffic control is divided between multiple controllers who each are responsible for only one sector. When an aircraft leaves one sector for another, controllers must "hand-off" the control of the aircraft. This process involves not only the two controllers, but also the pilots: The original controller instructs the pilots to contact the new controller on a new radio frequency. The pilots must wait for this instruction to do so, and the receiving controller must wait for the pilots to make contact before accepting control of the aircraft.
Further, the distribution of actions requires them to be coordinated and demands communication, such as the "hand-off" communications noted above. Thus, splitting the work among multiple agents, i.e. function allocation, inherently creates a new category of work, the communication, coordination and monitoring actions constituting teamwork. These actions may be viewed as the interaction overhead of the distribution of work within a concept of operations. Thus, this type of Phase 2 analysis serves to evaluate the full set of actions demanded of human agents from both the inherent taskload in the physical environment and the teamwork created by distributing actions, to ensure that the combined task work and teamwork are kept in balance and are collectively manageable. For example, it is tempting when creating or improving systems to reduce the human's role to that of trusted monitor or emergency back-up, but a Phase 2 WMC simulation can then flag where this role may create excessive monitoring workload or information requirements.
The third phase depicted in Figure 4 examines combinations of these effects. Consider these three combinations:
• An imperfect world plus an imperfect single agent, examining whether the concept of operations robustness to variations in the work environment remains when agents also add some dynamics (including variability or delay) to the collective work. For example, in the descent example the planning of the descent may be robust only when agents can constantly monitor for and react to unexpected tailwinds; the addition of any delay, or the possibility that a human agent may delay or interrupt such monitoring in high-tempo periods, may degrade this robustness.
• An imperfect world combined with multiple perfect agents, examining whether the robustness to variations in the work environment is maintained when the work is distributed across agents. For instance, in the descent example the response to an unexpected tailwind may be delayed or degraded when multiple agents need to be coordinated and trajectory-planning decisions are based on inter-leaved activities.
• A perfect world combined with imperfect multiple agents, examining whether the distribution of functions compensates for, or aggravates, the interaction of multiple agents each adding their own dynamics to the conduct of the concept of operations. It is interesting to note that different research methods have tended to focus on one of these combinations, or attempts from the start to combine all sources of variance and idiosyncratic variance. For example, most computational cognitive modeling occurs in the imperfect world, imperfect single agent paradigm. Most function allocation research takes place in the perfect world, multiple imperfect agents or imperfect world, multiple perfect agents paradigms.
In contrast, WMC allows the analysis to choose specifically which of the above aspects to analyze. Of particular interest here is how splitting some of the work of to human agents adds the additional dynamics of cognition. Given the vital role of humans in complex operations, concepts of operation should be examined and demonstrated to not be sensitive to such predictability behaviors before they are implemented, rather than "blaming the human" when they do occur.
Likewise, system performance under nominal circumstances is often not a sufficient metric in itself to determine if the system is robust to disturbances and will exhibit the characteristics of resilience that good systems design should seek to produce. Additional metrics are needed to identify aspects of the system that are under strain. For an agent this might mean that their taskload is poorly distributed, leaving them with periods where they barely keep up and other periods where they have little to do. Further, the type of actions given to an agent might be comprised primarily of monitoring actions, leaving the agent susceptible to distraction and boredom. For teams of agents this might mean that a poor distribution of work requires significant coordination effort, or this may flag that one agent has responsibility for the outcome of some actions but not the authority for their execution, requiring significant monitoring and intervention in situations where other agents may not cause the right outcome.
Also, in teams, the actions of one agent often influence the work of another agent. For example, when an air traffic controller contacts a pilot that radio call is an interruption to their active actions, and begins a period where American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics both the controller and the pilots are locked into a shared activity pattern, each waiting for the other to complete their portion of the task before moving on. Often humans seek to exert some control on their actions by actively altering task priority to improve efficiency. For example, once a controller has issued a clearance to a pilot and heard the pilot correctly repeat the command, she will often move on to her next task without waiting to confirm that the pilot has initiated the clearance which may take over a minute to become observable. Instead, the controller will rely on prospective memory to later check for accurate compliance. Pritchett et al. [13] and Kim et al. [14] have proposed a series of metrics grouped under five broad requirements to evaluate system design specifically as a result of different function allocation schemes.
IV. Conclusions and Open Challenges
One of the grand challenges for software in aerospace is the need to design and analyze complex operations that have both human and automated agents acting in concert to achieve a very high level of system safety. The WMC simulation framework and three phase methodology proposed here shift the focus from detailed analysis of individual components strung together in a loose federation to instead explicitly model the joint work specified by a concept of operations.
The WMC modeling and simulation framework formally models the work required of complex operations. In doing so, the framework structures a work model using an abstraction hierarchy as a construct, which can itself be examined for the structure of the work that the concept of operation is intended to enact. Such a formal modeling approach can be used in a number of ways. First, the formal model of the work as embodied by the collection of actions and the organizational structure of the work model have the potential to serve as a unifying structure for both further analysis and design, as they directly model the processes required within the concept of operations. Thus, requirements for automated system's behavior in a range of environmental conditions and scenarios can be rigorously examined and specified by the same process as can also be used to design procedures and training specifications for human operators; these requirements can specify not only the ideal performance expected on the agents, but also the tolerances within they must operate corresponding to acceptable total system performance. Further, the work model structure also has the potential to serve as a framework for the creation of system requirements that span the full range of abstraction; by tying the requirements directly to the functions and actions, the work model provides a unified structure to create individual requirements and to link them to mission goals. Such a multi-level specification is also useful in team design to ensure that agents have clearly delineated roles and responsibilities.
In addition, the work model can be translated and used by other formal analysis frameworks. For example, it may be possible to use the main action list (or some portion of it) to create a task model to analyze specific scenarios. Higher levels of the work model, i.e. more abstract representations of the work, may serve as input to formal analysis methods such as model checking [15, 16] . Likewise, the simulation trace or complete list of actions that are executed by the WMC simulation may also be used as input for more complete and exhaustive analysis by sophisticated temporal logic analyzers [17] .
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